Cellular Blinds
Suitable for any type of room and window shape, Cellular Blinds also known as Honeycomb Blinds
are very versatile, they have a stylish look and have excellent energy efficiency.

Cellular Blinds are energy efficient window shades helping you keep the
heat of the sun away in the summer and maintaining the heat inside your
home in the winter time.

FEATURES

High insulation properties

Cellular Blinds are the ideal choice for your home as they are light,

Unique air pocket control heat
loss and heat gain

efficient and they give your room a great look. With Blockout and

Range of control options

Translucent fabrics available made from 100% polyester it makes them
very easy to clean.

Blockout and translucent fabrics
available in wide range of styles
and colours

With a number of control options available, giving you the ability to
control light to the top or bottom of any window with standard pull
cords or child safe without cords. Custom made, to fit any window shape
in your home.

OPTIONS

Single or Double Cell options
25mm and 38mm Cell options
Translucent and Blockout fabric
options
Mulitple control options
inlcuding - Corded, Clutch,
Night and Day, Top Down
Bottom up
Child safety Cordless control
available
Custom made to your
measurements
Optional hold down brackets
Over 30 Fabric colours to
choose form
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SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum Width

Maximum Drop

Minimum Width

Depending on Fabric chosen up to 3
metres

Depending on control option and
cell size chosen up to 3.6 metres

Depending on control option
chosen down to 200mm

Minimum Drop

Fabric

Headrail Dimensions

Depending on control option and
cell size chosen down to 200mm

7 Ranges to choose from - over 30
colours

25mm Cell - Width 27mm, Height
15mm 38mm Cell - Width 40mm,
Height 15mm Clutch Control - Width
45mm, Height 38mm

Cords

Installation

Warranty

Colour matched to Fabric/Headrail

Inside Frame - using topfix spring
loaded brackets Face of Frame using Facefit L spring loaded
Brackets

3 years

Care and Cleaning
Remove dust with a vacuum or
damp cloth. Spot Cleaning should
be done with a clean cloth using
mild detergent, dab the area to be
cleaned as harsh rubbing may effect
the fabric
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